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Program Outcomes: 

The political Science undergraduate program was born out of recognition of the increasing significance 

of cross disciplinary studies in the social sciences. The program is organized around the combined 

perspectives and analytical tools of sociology, political science, international relation and history. 

Moreover the department also offers some courses regarding the emerging contemporary and 

interdisciplinary areas such as journalism, public administration etc. The political science degree 

furnishes the students with a unique multidisciplinary approach in social sciences and prepares them for 

further academic study and/or for careers I the public and private sector. 

Program Description: 

The subject Political Science was first launched in the college in 2007 by the University of Jammu. Since 

the introduction of subject the department is seen in younger stage with the continuous increase in 

e3nrollment it aims to provide students with the scientific understanding of social phenomenon that 

would enable them to uncover the roots of common perceptions and practices, challenge them when 

necessary, and come up with policy proposal then possible. The language of instructions followed by the 

institution is English. 

Program’s Objectives 

The programs aims the students to be equipped with the knowledge of political theory and history, 

political economy, contemporary, domestic and international political development and other 

methodological tools in social sciences. In addition to the required and core course which will provide 

such basic information and analytical perspectives, the student can choose either to concentrate in one of 

the areas from generic, elective courses or skill enhancement course under the choice based credit system 

(CBCS).  

Qualification Awarded: 

The bachelor’s degree in political science is awarded to the graduates who have successfully completed 

all the courses in curriculum by the mother university like university of Jammu. 

Subject/papers  taught in different semester under Jammu  University CBCS syllabuses: 

Course/Paper Code Sem. 

Introduction to Political Science UPSTC-101 I 

Indian government and Politics. UPSTC-201 II 

Western Political Thought. UPSTC-301 III 

Legislative Support. UPSTS-302 III 



Comparative Politics. UPSTC-401 IV 

State,Citizenship and Rights. UPSTS-304 IV 

International Politics. UPSTE-501 V-DSC 

Functioning of administrative Structure in India. UPSTS-503 V-SEC 

Introduction of Indian Political System. UPSTE-502 V-GEC 

Government and Politics in Jammu & Kashmir. UPSTE-601 VI-DSE 

Politics and Journalism. UPSTS-603 VI-SEC 

International politics: Contemporary issues & concern UPSTE-602 VI-GEC 
 

Program specific outcomes: 

1. To understand the world, their country, their society, as well as themselves and have 

awareness of ethical problems, social rights, values and responsibility to the self and to others. 

2. To understand different disciplines by adopting interdisciplinary approaches in thinking and 

practice with comparative and empirical approach. 

3. To understand the basic concepts and ideologies of political science along with their 

implications in different political regimes and domains. 

4. Think analytically and critically regarding the contemporary issues and concerns at the global 

and domestic level. 

5. Take individual and team responsibility, function effectively and respectively as an individual 

and a member or a leader of a team; and have the skills to work effectively in multi-disciplinary 

teams. 

6. Possess sufficient knowledge of political institutions people’s relation with authorities, their 

rights and duties and nation building etc. 

7. Identify, define, formulate and solve complex problems regarding the social research and to 

make constructive mindset. 

8. Impart knowledge and values in the minds of the learners regarding the nationalism, 

patriotism, and to make them aware of global commons and world peace and harmony. 

9. To prepare the learners adjust themselves in competitive world, multiculturalism and technical 

field. 

10. To fulfill the need of neo-modern society, the learners are being able to think understand and 

act accordingly to prove themselves excellent. 
 

 


